press release 7th of July 2013
Low breeze to cool down the beach handball players & sailors
Price awarding for the best attended IDM-Inshore category
One man's joy is another one's sorrow. The organizer of the summerparty, Jörg
Bludau, has known the WARNEMÜNDER WOCHE since the 1980’s. “I have never
seen as many visitors as during the opening day yesterday” he concludes.
Because of the stable weather conditions he expects a new visitors record.
The beach handball players and the sailors were not that happy about the strong
sun and would have preferred a fresh breeze for some cooling. But luckily
because of the delay of some starts, there was time for some bathing and
fishing.
The first German Championship taking place at the WARNEMÜNDER WOCHE
awarded the winners of the International Championship Inshore. All in all 38
participating yachts represented a very good attendance, said the race director
Uli Finckh. Also here the low wind effected the plans of the organizers. No more
races could take place which encouraged the skippers of the IDM-Inshore Party
in the Lokschuppen to celebrate even more.
At the price awarding ceremony of the category ORC 1 won “Silvia Hispaniola”
with Dennis Gehrleinby four points before “IMAGINE” the yacht from Greifswald.
The third place received the “Tutima” from Hamburg. The German champion of
the category ORC 2 became the “SPORTHOTEL” from Greifswald with an obvious
distance to the second placed “Hoppetosse“. The team of Frank Sothmann comes
from Kiel. The third place received Henning Uck and his team with the “Tøsen“
from Flensburg.
The team “halbtrocken” of Knut Freudenberg from the island Amrum were very
happy about the victory in the category ORC 3/4. They were followed by “RubiX”
from Hamburg with the skipper Max Gurgel. The bronze medal received the
“patent3” from Bremen with their skipper Jens Tschentscher.
The winner of the Warnemünde Cup in the category ORC Club is the ”KÜHNEZUG
GOLDKATZE” from Hamburg with a headstart of five minutes to the yacht from
Warnemünde “Ventus II” of the DSV Vice-president Uwe Jahnke.
Almost one minute headstart had the “svelo” in the category Yardstick 1. She
comes just like the second and third placed from Greifswald. In the category
Yardstick 2 was a winner from Rostock, Birgit Kühne with the “Sunship”.
After the first race in the category ORC-Division A of the IDM-Offshore the group
was headed by the “ASIA DE CUBA“ with the cox Felix Hauss from Düsseldorf. In
the category ORC-Division B the “SPORTHOTEL” is leading at the moment. Just
like yesterday Lasse Klötzing delivered an incredible performance and achieved
seven first places in the category 2.4mR.

In the Europe Cup of the Skippi 650 the Polish team of Michael Kaczmarek
pushed away the German team of Erik Witzmann. They convinced with a very
strong performance after they have had some difficulties during the start of the
regatta.
Surprisingly Niklas Fiedler and Alexander Petzold achieved three first places in
the category 420 from the Schwielochsee.
In the category Ixylon Volker Schoen is still leading together with Andreas
Schickel from Sternberg. The Dane Thorbjørn Schierup needed to hand over his
first position in the category Laser Standard to Jonasz Stelmaszyk from Poland.
Tomorrow three more races are planned. The results of the Laser Radial were
unfortunately not available at the end of the day yesterday.
Also some victories were celebrated in beach handball
The organizer of the 19th Rostocker Beach Handball Tournament, Eckhard Pedde,
was very content about the last two days with permanent sunshine. “This time
everything seems to work out. The weather, the sport challenge and the fair
playing with each other” he concludes.
The tournament of the females was won by the last years winner of the
“Rostocker Beach Club”, followed by “Torpedo Tannenkrug“ and “Flying
Kangaroos“.
The finals of the men teams won the team from Magdeburg “El Beacher” against
“Team Zentrale Autoglas”. The third place achieved the team “Acker-SpritzPiepen“. Eckhard Pedde expects most teams to be back for next years 20th
anniversary event.
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In the category ORC 3/4 Knut Freudenberg and his team of the “halbtrocken“ are
happy about the title of the German Champion in Inshore.
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Defended successfully her title at the 19th Beach Handball Tournament.
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The crew of the “LEU“ used the time till the start of regattas for swimming.
photo: Pepe Hartmann

preview (selection) of onshore program for Monday, 8th of July:
3 -6 p.m. German-Danish Band "Irish Coffee" – The Soul of Ireland, stage at the
lighthouse
4 p.m. price awarding ceremony: Ixylon, 420er, Skippi 650, 2.4mR, hanseboot
event area
6 -7.30 p.m. OSPA-Talk about sport topics for public discussion in the
Medienzelt, NDR/OZ-Medienzelt
7.00-9.30 pm "True-Colours-Band" of the Hochschule für Musik und Theater
Rostock, stage at the lighthouse
preview (selection) of offshore program for Monday, 8th of July:
11 a.m. races: Laser, Laser Radial, Ixylon, 420er, Skippi 650, 2.4mR
1 p.m. start: hanseboot Rund Bornholm (Seebahn) and IDM-Offshore
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